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Chapter 1: Background to the Project and Feasibility of Contributions through Target 
Technology 

1.1. Background to the Project 

Geographically situated on the path of tropical cyclones, the Philippines is also a country prone to 

earthquakes located in the so-called Pacific Ring of Fire, giving rise to a high rate of incidence of 

natural disasters that seriously impact on the development of the nation compared to many other 

countries. Moreover, the Philippines is an island country with a territory comprising more than 7,000 

islands, making it difficult to respond to disasters when they occur. The Government of the Philippines 

too has cited disaster risk mitigation and management as a matter of cross-sectional concern and clearly 

stated the importance of countermeasures in its development plan (2011–2016).  

 The Department of Health of the Philippines has established “SPEED,” an emergency medical care 

system, and collects information pertaining to medical care during disasters. SPEED was also used 

during the disaster caused by Typhoon “Yolanda” in 2013 to substantial effect and by Japanese 

emergency medical care personnel participating as an international disaster relief team to understand the 

local situation.  

Believing that it had potential for application in Japan because of its high level of usefulness on this 

occasion, the Japanese emergency medical care team members recommended the introduction of 

SPEED in Japan, leading to its commercialization as “J-SPEED” jointly with Tokyo Electronic Systems 

Corporation (TECS). During the process of commercialization, improvements were made to resolve 

problems with SPPED (for example, troublesome text input, unavailability for use unless symptom 

codes were known) and some input items were changed to fit circumstances in Japan. The greatest 

advantage of the system is that smart phones can be used as devices to input information in the field so 

that any member of medical care staff can immediately input information, a measure that makes it 

possible to collect information from the initial stages of a disaster. TECS further evolved J-SPEED, a 

system that is essentially an improved version of SPEED, to develop iSPEED, a system compatible with 

the information systems currently in use in the Philippines (a group of medical information systems 

including SPEED) and MDS (disaster medicine information format) recommended by WHO, leading to 

improvements in the accuracy of medical information systems used during disasters in the Philippines 

and promoting mitigation of damage caused by disasters and the optimization of measures. It is 

anticipated that iSPEED will contribute to the enhancement of disaster risk management capabilities. 
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1.2. Technology Targeted for Dissemination by the Project 

The technology targeted for dissemination is the   “iSPEED System,” which comprises smart-phone 

applications for information input and data management server applications. Data that can be input is 

compatible with both SPEED and the format recommended by WHO (MDS). In addition, in accordance 

with clients’ wishes, the system can be 

supplied in the form of devices for input 

using software (smart phone with Android 

OS or iOS) and as a total system including 

server equipment, management and 

maintenance. Moreover, while there is a 

strong probability that network 

environments including mobile telephone 

networks will be fragmented during 

disasters, the iSPEED system is furnished with a function that stores input data in smart phones and 

sends all the stored data to the server once communications are up and running again. The system is also 

equipped with functions that makes it possible to build small-scale networks using compact Wi-Fi 

routers at each evacuation center or first-aid station so that medical staff working at the same first-aid 

site can perform tasks such as checking each other’s data and analyzing the medical status at their site. 

These features make it possible to collect data on site from the hyper-acute phase of the disaster and, at 

the same time, track changes in the situation in chronological order backward to the initial stages of the 
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disaster as communication with the server is restored. To deploy the system locally, all that is required 

is to take a set of equipment such as that shown in the photograph to the disaster site to enable 

immediate input and analysis of medical information. The features of the system are listed below. 

 

i. Common international base for the collection and 
transmission of medical information 

ii. Integrated management of emergency medical mission 
information 

iii. Total support for medical care activities in emergencies 

iv. Portable system with high deployment capability 

 

Chapter 2: Purposes and Goals of the Project 
1. Disaster medical care personnel in the Philippines recognize the usability and effectiveness of 

the iSPEED system and begin studies into introducing the system. 
2 .  Through exchanges with stakeholders of the Philippines and other ASEAN countries, not 

only the goal described in the paragraph above is achieved, but also stakeholders of other 

ASEAN countries recognize the iSPEED system as a tool for international information 
sharing and coordination. 

 
Chapter 3: Content of Project Activities 

3.1.  Activities in Japan 

a) [Learning about an overview of Japanese disaster medical assistance teams and international 

standardization of medical information formats, and exchanges of views] 
TECS and our Filipino counterparts confirmed the Japanese system of disaster medical 

assistance and the procedure of international standardization of MDS-centered medical 
information formats based on cases, and reached a consensus on how to proceed with our work 

in the Philippines. 
b) [Fostering human resources and observing JDR-MOS at intermediate-level international disaster 

relief team workshops] 

By observing training sessions using the actual equipment of the iSPEED system and the 
systematic program content on human resource development, our Filipino counterparts 

deepened their understanding on human resource development in the Philippines. 
c) [Learning about iSPEED technologies and applications] 

By learning such matters as the method for collecting information when the connection between 

terminals and a server is cut off and how to use iSPEED in a wide area through a cloud server, 
our Filipino counterparts gained a better understanding of iSPEED technologies. 

d )  [Formulation of a future iSPEED action plan] 
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TECS and our Filipino counterparts agreed on a basic policy on the iSPEED system during the 
period between the termination of the project and the start of onerous provision of service, and 

made and shared the minutes of the meeting. 
e )  [Observing the training of the Thai team at the National Disaster Medical Center] 

TECS and our Filipino counterparts learned about the formation of a disaster medical assistance 
system by the Thai government based on the Japanese system. In addition, we reached a 
consensus on the importance of MDS as a means of international information sharing and 

partnership. 

 
 

3.2. Activities in the Philippines 

a) [Coordination with entities such as the Department of Health of the Philippines and other 
relevant bodies to select sites for verification] 

Based on the typical typhoon routes of typhoon disasters in the Philippines, we selected Eastern 
Visayas and Metro Manila as verification sites. Through the selection, we verified the 

effectiveness of iSPEED in situations that bear a close resemblance to the reality. 
b) [Verification of iSPEED operation] 

In the verification sites above, we entered patients’ data into iSPEED at hospitals, and then 

collected, analyzed, and shared the data at local administrative offices. In doing so, we 

conducted the verification in line with the actual emergency operating procedures. 

c) [Sorting of conditions and discussions for the purpose of setting up a human resources training 
system using iSPEED] 

In a meeting with stakeholders from all over the Philippines, we announced a policy to train 
trainers on iSPEED. 

d) [Study into the feasibility of introduction to medical facilities in regions throughout the country] 
TECS and our Filipino counterparts agreed to introduce iSPEED at 70 hospitals under the 
jurisdiction of the DOH. 

e) [Study into the status of usage of information pertaining to emergency medical care including in 
times of disaster] 

Activity Duration of 
Activity Destination Content of Activity 

First training 
session in 
Japan 

February 23–28, 2017 National Disaster Medical 
Center 
Tachikawa Disaster 
Prevention Learning Center 
Tokyo International Center 
(JICA Tokyo) 
Tokyo Electronic Systems 
Corporation head office 

Observing the disaster medical system in 
Japan 
Training in and observation of medical 
information systems  
Interviews with disaster medical 
personnel 
Collaborative meeting after the 
conclusion of activities  
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The DOH uses the information above as basic data to decide what kind of medical resources to 
deliver in the field. The National Disaster Risk Reduction & Management Council (NDRRMC) 

uses part of the information that pertains to specific aspects of medical care. 
f) [Introducing iSPEED in a meeting in which ASEAN stakeholders take part] 

In 2017, the Philippines will host the ASEAN summit in which a meeting on disaster medical 
care is to be held. TECS and our Filipino counterparts agreed to see if the Philippines would be 
able to introduce iSPEED in the meeting. 

 

Activity Duration of 
Activity Destination Content of Activity 

First visit to the 
Philippines 

April 17–23, 2016 DOH 
WPRO WHO  
General Hospital 
JICA  
Globe Telecom 
University of the 
Philippines 
Embassy of Japan 

Introductory meeting with personnel in 
the Philippines 
iSPEED demonstration 
Studies in preparation for iSPEED 
verification testing 
Survey of the status of disaster medical 
care information 

Second visit to 
the Philippines 

June 26–July 2, 2016 DOH 
Philippine Red Cross 
NDRRMC 
JICA 
Globe Telecom 

iSPEED demonstration 
Studies in preparation for iSPEED 
verification testing 
Survey of the status of disaster medical 
care information 

Third visit to 
the Philippines 

September 5–8, 2016 DOH 
TMC 
NCR 
JICA 

iSPEED demonstration 
Studies in preparation for iSPEED 
verification testing 
Discussions regarding the introduction of 
iSPEED after completion of the project 

Fourth visit to 
the Philippines 

October 17–22, 2016 DOH 
TMC 
EVRMC 
RO8 
NCR 
JICA 

iSPEED demonstration 
Studies in preparation for iSPEED 
verification testing 
 

Fifth visit to the 
Philippines 

Nov. 27–Dec. 7, 2016 DOH 
TMC 
EVRMC 
RO8 
NCR 
JICA 

iSPEED verification testing 
Discussions on the introduction of 
iSPEED after completion of the project 

 

3.3. Details of Content Implemented 

3.3.1 Phase-1 Activities in the Philippines 

Activities during this phase were centered on the collection of information to form a foundation for 

studies into matters such as how to go about introducing iSPEED and building relationships with our 

counterparts. Specifically, we collected information on the existing SPEED system and visited 

stakeholders for the expansion of business outside the DOH. Based on an advance survey and through 
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Mr. Kubo, a member of external human resources, we contacted Dr. Law of the DOH and Dr. Herbosa 

of the School of Medicine of the University of the Philippines, whom we visited and interviewed. In 

addition, through JICA, we received an introduction to Ms. Jocelyn, the liaison for international 

cooperation at the DOH, whom we interviewed after obtaining information on personnel involved with 

the SPEED system in the DOH. 

As a result, we obtained favorable views on iSPEED from the DOH and received useful comments 

regarding points for improvement. We will use this input for future iSPEED development and will 

provide feedback on our next and subsequent visits. In addition, although we gained a clear picture of 

the outline of the SPEED system currently in use, we decided to investigate it in greater detail from our 

next visit. Moreover, during discussions on iSPEED verification testing, the parties concerned expressed 

a desire to proceed and offered to cooperate with the undertaking. It was decided to discuss details on 

our next visit. 

Regarding expansion of iSPEED outside the DOH, we interviewed entities such as universities and 

telecommunications companies that left us with the impression that there was ample potential. We 

decided to conduct studies in greater depth through surveys. 

3.3.2 Phase-2 Activities in the Philippines 

We discussed with the DOH arrangements for iSPEED verification testing in greater detail. Approval 

was given to conduct drills in November and for arrangements to be made by the relevant personnel 

headed by the HEMB. It was decided to settle on sites for implementation and details of the schedule on 

our next visit. 

Believing that it was important to build relationships with people involved in disaster medical care 

outside the DOH, we interviewed relevant bodies that we were unable to visit during our first visit. We 

obtained information to the effect that SPEED training was regularly held at the Philippine Red Cross 

and asked that we be allowed to take part beginning with our next visit if observation of training was 

possible. We were able to obtain information on disaster-response systems at the NDRRMC where it 

was commented that, depending on the method of information collection used by iSPEED, the system 

could be used not only for medical care, but also for disaster-management measures. Based on the 

comments at the NDRRMC, we decided to look into the feasibility of support by TECS. 

During activities on this visit, we were able to give a presentation of iSPEED, gain introduction to a 

wide range of people involved, and field a Q&A session at a quad cluster meeting at which divisions 

involved in epidemiology at entities engaged in the field of health (e.g. DOH, WHO and UNICEF) all 

meet at a single venue. This was a major accomplishment in the project. iSPEED was also accorded 

high acclaim at the meeting, suggesting the possibility of cooperation with implementation of 

demonstrations. 
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3.3.3 Phase-3 Activities in the Philippines 

Through meetings with the DOH, details of iSPEED verification testing in November were finalized as 

shown below. 

a) Verification testing will be carried out at two locations during the last third of November. 

 Manila: Tondo Medical Center (TMC), Schedule: November 23 and 24 
 Tacloban: Eastern Visayas Medical Center (EVRMC), Schedule: November 28 and 29 

b) Flow of iSPEED information during testing 
 Manila: TMC → DOH Operation Center → NCR Operation Center 
 Tacloban: EVRMC → DOH Operation Center → Regional Office VIII 

c) On-site surveys will be conducted at the above two locations during the second third of October. 
 Securing the communications environment, testing sites, etc. 

 Interviews with personnel from TMC, EVRMC, DOH, NCR and Regional Office VIII participating 
in testing 

 

3.3.4 Phase-4 Activities in the Philippines 

The following matters pertaining to iSPEED verification testing were confirmed during discussions with 

the DOH. 

 The verification testing sites (pilot test sites) will be NCR, TMC, RO8 and EVRMC. 
 Although a request has been placed for verification testing to be performed at NCR on November 23 

and 24, the dates will be set to November 24 and 25 because adjustments are still ongoing. 

 The DOH will bear expenses for local stakeholders who are invited to the verification testing.  
 TECS will lend out materials and equipment. 

In addition, we visited the verification test sites in Manila (TMC, NCR) and Tacloban (EVRMC, RO8) 

where we checked and examined specific structures and sites for implementation on the day, the 

telecommunications environments and other relevant matters. Personnel involved from each of the 

entities concerned extended positive support and details of items such as the structure for drills were 

essentially finalized. 

Moreover, because the development of iSPEED is perceived as still ongoing, it is not possible to say at 

this point that appropriation of budgetary provisions for the introduction of iSPEED is feasible. 

Comments were made to the effect that, if, after completion of development, evaluation suggests the 

possibility of adoption by the DOH, it may be possible to take steps such as allocating part of the current 

SPEED system budget.  

Regarding the timing of activities to promote introduction in the Philippines, we reported that the initial 

schedule of November 2016 had been changed to February 2017, and this was approved. The reason for 
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the change is that iSPEED verification testing was conducted in November, making tight the schedules 

in both Japan and the Philippines. 

3.3.5 Phase-5 Activities in the Philippines 

iSPEED verification testing was conducted in Manila and Tacloban. Testing was performed with smart 

phones with iSPEED software installed used to input data, which the management team monitored in 

real time via the internet. In Tacloban, Doctors Tomioka and Igarashi, who had participated in on-site 

activities as Japanese JDR team members at the time of the Typhoon Yolanda disaster, also took part as 

external human resources. Moreover, the Deputy Resident Representative of the JICA Philippines 

Office took part in the verification testing in Tacloban. 

On the day before the testing, a workshop was held on how to input data. For many of the participants 

from the Philippines side, this was a first-time experience with iSPEED and, while they had to learn 

how to input data there and then, they quickly grew accustomed to the procedure. This also 

demonstrates that costs required to start using the system, even in the event of a disaster, can be kept 

down and many of the participants commented that it would be possible to use such a system right away. 

On the day of the testing, participants were able to input data with even greater speed and, because the 

tasks of inputting and monitoring were completed before the time allocated elapsed, the input and 

monitoring teams gathered to exchange opinions and fill out a questionnaire. At Manila and Tacloban, 

the system scored more than 4.5 points (out of a top possible score of 5 points) on the questionnaire, 

while the score was 3.7 points at OPCEN. All respondents (100%) indicated their high hopes that the 

system would be introduced. (Attached documents)  

  

Photographs: Scenes from iSPEED Verification Testing 

The usefulness of the system also won high acclaim during discussions held with the DOH after the 

completion of verification testing. The Philippines will be the host country for the ASEAN Summit next 

year (2017) and expressed the wish to propose the iSPEED system as a standard tool at the summit 

jointly with Japan, and TECS expressed willingness to provide support. It was confirmed that TECS and 

the DOH would also continue to maintain ties after completion of the project and it was decided to 
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discuss details during the visit to Japan by relevant persons from the Philippines during activities to 

promote introduction in the Philippines.  

It was agreed to make arrangements for the visit to Japan to take place in the second half of February for 

training in Japan.  

3.3.6 Training in Japan 

Four stakeholders from the Philippines took part in training in Japan. They observed systems at disaster-

base hospitals in Japan, took part in intermediate-level disaster relief team training, saw general disaster-

prevention-information public relations facilities, and exchanged views with personnel engaged in 

disaster medical care in Japan. During the intermediate-level training, the Filipino trainees participated 

in sessions on the introduction and methods of usage of iSPEED where they recognized the need for 

similar training in the Philippines and gained an understanding of the specifics of the introduction of 

iSPEED.  

On the last day, a debate on activities after the completion of the project was held at the head office of 

TECS and the participants agreed to cooperate to bring about realization of an iSPEED demonstration at 

the fire-prevention drill in Manila in July 2017. In addition, TECS offered to provide an iSPEED server 

free of charge for the introduction of iSPEED testing and support for training on the introduction of 

iSPEED. It was agreed that talks on details would continue. 

 

Chapter 4: Prospects for Business Expansion at the Present Stage and Basis for 
Judgment 

At the present time, preparations for commercialization are underway and arrangements for the 

necessary procedures are in progress with the DOH for gratuitous provision of service to begin in 2018 

and onerous provision of service in 2019, while infrastructural preparations are also being done. The 

basis for the above is as follows. 

From the results of talks with the DOH and the implementation of iSPEED introduction drills, it has 

been determined that local needs for a new disaster medical care information system and expectations 

for iSPEED are extremely high. Moreover, because, once full-scale introduction begins, it has been 

confirmed that the DOH will target medical facilities at seventy or more locations throughout the 

country, it is envisaged that, in terms of business, the venture will become profitable within a single 

fiscal year immediately after introduction. Subsequently, costs for services such as server maintenance 

and management and system maintenance can be factored into the outlook. 

Furthermore, because expansion of business to ASEAN countries has been factored into thinking from 

the outset, the promoting company aims to expand business by promoting sales to such countries with 
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the start of operations in the Philippines as the springboard. The declaration by ASEAN on enhancing 

cooperation in disaster management adopted at the 23rd ASEAN Summit held in 2013 expressed the 

provisioning of ODA for packages for the enhancement of disaster management cooperation and 

projects sharing views in the fields of medicine and the environment; TECS perceives this as a business 

opportunity. The “Collection of and Research into Information Relating to Disaster and Emergency 

Medicine in ASEAN Countries” by JICA reports that tools for the smooth coordination and promotion 

of disaster and emergency medical care need to be developed. Subsequently, on February 7, 2017W, 

HO adopted the disaster medical care information standardization technique (Minimum Data Set: MDS) 

formulated by a working group headed by JICA as an international standard.  

iSPEED has conformed with MDS from the start and, because development is underway factoring in 

elements such as circumstances unique to the Philippines and internationalization, it can fulfill the role 

of “a tool for efficient regional coordination relating to disaster medical care.” Rather than limiting itself 

to a single country, TECS will promote business development on an international scale. 

 

Chapter 5: Issues, Countermeasures and Policies pertaining to Business Development 

5.1. Issues Pertaining to Future Business Development 

As described above, while we believe that there is a sufficient business market, it is important to 

ascertain how specific budgetary provisions will be made by the Philippines. We are aware that there 

are still challenging issues in actually securing and implementing a budget in the Philippines. As one 

course of action, because the DOH has a budget for the use of SPEED in its present form, in the future, 

the possibility of using this budget for the use of iSPEED could be considered. Thus, rather than 

securing a new budget, the existing budget could be used, increasing the certainty of securing funds. 

This project has served to strengthen ties between TECS and personnel directly involved within the 

DOH, setting a broad direction. Because they also felt the need to evolve SPEED, personnel involved in 

the DOH have high regard for iSPEED and are taking a proactive attitude toward securing a budget. 

5.2. Plans for Future Business Development 

TECS decided to provide a server for use in iSPEED testing for a fixed period at no cost after 

completion of the project. During this period, research into iSPEED will be carried out throughout the 

Philippines with the cooperation of the DOH to instill an awareness of merits such as the superiority and 

efficiency of iSPEED over the existing SPEED, leading to the next step of full-scale introduction. At the 

same time, undertakings such as ODA projects to improve the capabilities of human resources involved 

in disaster medical care and research into iSPEED with TECS and the DOH working together will be 

implemented.  

The figure below shows an overview of future development. 
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Chapter 6: Potential for Tie-ups with ODA Projects 

The results of on-site verification testing during this project showed that all participants (100%) in 

testing supported the introduction of iSPEED, with local medical practitioners and DOH personnel also 

rating the system highly. In addition, the decision to use the MDS format adopted by WHO as the 

standard reporting format for international medical cooperation activities gave rise to expectations for 

use as a tool shared with entities such as foreign medical teams (FMT), indicating that tie-ups between 

activities could be facilitated. 

The declaration by ASEAN on “Enhancing Cooperation in Disaster Management” adopted at the 23rd 

ASEAN Summit held in 2013 announced the provisioning of ODA from Japan for packages for the 

enhancement of disaster management cooperation and the sharing of views in the fields of medicine and 

the environment. Subsequently, the “Collection of and Research into Information Relating to Disaster 

and Emergency Medicine in ASEAN Countries” was performed by JICA (from November 2014 to 

August 2015). The undertaking above reported as follows: “To promote the smooth coordination of 

disaster and emergency medicine, studies need to be conducted into ensuring that medical teams can 

obtain efficiently the information they require and that materials such as standard operating procedures 

that set out the bare minimum items and health needs assessment tools need to be developed to enable 

sharing of information in regions as a common language relating to disaster medical care and flexibly 

conform with circumstances in various countries.” WHO announced a technique for the standardization 

of disaster medicine information (MDS) headed by JICA and, in future, amidst the dissemination of 

MDS in undertakings such as EMT training coordination centers and international practice drills 

Now
• Promotion of Dissemination of iSPEED finished, confirmed efficiency and needs.

• Started discussion of implementation plan of iSPEED with DOH
• MOU signed between TECS and DOH

Step1
• Making infrastructure and implementation phase

• Free cloud service  for iSPEED offered
• Assisting to conduct Trainer's training
• Deciding Local partner 

Step2
• Business Phase

• Starting to charge for iSPEED cloud service

Step3
• Expanding Phase

• Expanding iSPEED service to ASEAN countries
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conducted by WHO for ministries and departments of health in each country, the iSPEED system 

mounted with MDS will satisfy requirements for standardization as an international coordination tool at 

the earliest possible opportunity and meshes with “development of a tool for efficient regional 

coordination pertaining to disaster medical care,” one of the outcome goals stated above as a technical 

cooperation project. The promotion of coordination with ODA projects that follow the “Project for 

Strengthening the ASEAN Regional Capacity on Disaster Health Management (ARCH Project)” 

launched in July 2016 under the auspices of ODA is expected to be of major benefit to the development 

of disaster and emergency medical care infrastructures not only in the Philippines, but in all ASEAN 

countries. Envisaged ODA projects are listed below. 

Year Title Content Envisaged Scheme 
2017–2018 iSPEED Trial Free provision of iSPEED cloud service 

Use in local disaster training drills 
Holding training seminars 

At company’s own 
expense 

2018–2019 Technical Cooperation 
for the Enhancement of 
Disaster Medicine 
Coordination including 
Times of Disaster 
(Provisional title) 

Education for trainers and users, 
cooperative use, launch of use targeting 
70 hospitals under the jurisdiction of the 
DOH in a total of 17 regions in the 
Philippines 

Technical cooperation 
project 

From 2019 Promotion of 
Dissemination of 
Emergency Medicine 
Support System in 
Thailand 

Based on successful cases in the 
Philippines, introduction and 
development will be promoted as an 
emergency medical care system in 
Thailand in accordance with the ASEAN 
policy of the Japanese government. 

Project for the promotion 
of dissemination of civil 
technology or technical 
cooperation project 
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資料２：iSPEED実証実験内容と結果 

 

 

 

  

場所 EVRMC RO8 TMC NCR OPCEN

実証実験日 2016/11/28,29 2016/11/29 2016/12/1,2 2016/12/2 2016/12/2
主な活動 患者情報入力 サーバモニタリング 患者情報入力 サーバモニタリング サーバモニタリング
責任者 Dr. Lory Ruetas Dr. Fidelita Dico Dr. Myrna Rivera Ms. Mylyn dela Cruz Ms. Maria Lovelle Rago
現地参加者 13 14 13 8 2

配置要員 2 6 2 3
内訳：　　　TECS 1 3 1 2

JDR 2
コンサル 1 1

通訳 1 1

持込機材 スマホ3台 ノートPC1台 スマホ3台 ノートPC1台 なし（既設PC利用）
患者情報入力用 サーバモニタリング用 患者情報入力用 サーバモニタリング用 サーバモニタリング用

通信環境 モバイルルータ接続 既設Wi-Fi 既設Wi-Fi 既設LAN 既設LAN

実験内容 EVRMC TMC
・1チーム3名構成（ドクター、ナース、アシスタント） ・1チーム3名構成（ドクター、ナース、アシスタント）
・30名の模擬患者カルテの内容をスマホに入力 ・30名の模擬患者カルテの内容をスマホに入力
・入力データはiSPEEDサーバへ自動送信 ・入力データはiSPEEDサーバへ自動送信

RO8 NCR OPCEN
・iSPEEDサーバに登録される患者情報をモニタリング ・iSPEEDサーバに登録される患者情報をモニタリング 同左
・患者発生状況をリアルタイム集計 ・患者発生状況をリアルタイム集計 同左
・質疑応答 ・質疑応答
・アンケート評価 ・アンケート評価 同左

患者情報入力 EVRMC TMC
トレーニング前：　3分31秒／人 トレーニング前：　3分43秒／人
トレーニング後：　3分22秒／人 トレーニング後：　2分2秒／人

アンケート評価 3.7　（5段階評価）
回答者数 3 14 13 7 2
導入希望 100%

4.5　（5段階評価） 4.8　（5段階評価）

100% 100%
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資料３－１：iSPEED実証実験アンケート結果 （集計結果） 

 

  

iSPEED Questionnaire & Survey 

(Nov. 29 2016, at DOH Regional office 8 and EVRMC, Tacloban city philippines)

Ave. People Score

1. Is it agreeable in collecting data of the each patient? 4.7 17 80

2. Is it agreeable for the collection of patient photographs (include a face photograph)? 3.9 17 66

3. Evaluation of number (SPEED + MDS) 50-piece of items?

A: □Too much (should be minimized 6.7% 1 -

B: □Appropriate and manageable 86.7% 13 -

C: □Should be expanded and catch more essential items 6.7% 1 -

4. In future disaster correspondence, is it agreeable in adding an item of MDS to SPEED? 4.7 17 80

5. Smart phone based input system, is it intuitive and easy to understand? 4.6 17 79

6. Is the patient list screen of collected information effective? 4.7 17 80

7. Do you think that it will be useful for usual surveillance if iSEED is introduced into the whole region in Philippines?

Y: □Yes 100.0% 17 -

N: □No 0.0% 0 -

Total 4 .5 85 385

(Dec .2 2016, at NCR office and Tondo Medical Center, Manila philippines)

Ave. People Score

1. Is it agreeable in collecting data of the each patient? 5.0 20 99

2. Is it agreeable for the collection of patient photographs (include a face photograph)? 4.6 20 91

3. Evaluation of number (SPEED + MDS) 50-piece of items?

A: □Too much (should be minimized 5.0% 1 -

B: □Appropriate and manageable 75.0% 15 -

C: □Should be expanded and catch more essential items 20.0% 4 -

4. In future disaster correspondence, is it agreeable in adding an item of MDS to SPEED? 4.7 20 93

5. Smart phone based input system, is it intuitive and easy to understand? 4.9 20 98

6. Is the patient list screen of collected information effective? 4.8 20 96

7. Do you think that it will be useful for usual surveillance if iSEED is introduced into the whole region in Philippines?

Y: □Yes 100.0% 20 -

N: □No 0.0% 0 -

Total 4 .8 100 477

(Dec .2 2016, at DOH-OPCEN, Manila philippines)

Ave. People Score

1. Is it agreeable in collecting data of the each patient? 4.0 2 8

2. Is it agreeable for the collection of patient photographs (include a face photograph)? 2.5 2 5

3. Evaluation of number (SPEED + MDS) 50-piece of items?

A: □Too much (should be minimized 50.0% 1 -

B: □Appropriate and manageable 50.0% 1 -

C: □Should be expanded and catch more essential items 0.0% 0 -

4. In future disaster correspondence, is it agreeable in adding an item of MDS to SPEED? 4.5 2 9

5. Smart phone based input system, is it intuitive and easy to understand? 4.0 2 8

6. Is the patient list screen of collected information effective? 3.5 2 7

7. Do you think that it will be useful for usual surveillance if iSEED is introduced into the whole region in Philippines?

Y: □Yes 100.0% 2 -

N: □No 0.0% 0 -

Total 3 .7 10 37

Question
Result

Question
Result

Question
Result
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資料３－２：iSPEED実証実験アンケート結果 （QAシート） 
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資料３－３：iSPEED実証実験アンケート結果 （QAシート記入内容） 
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資料４：iSPEED実証実験患者情報入力時間 

 

 

Operation Time (Smartphone)

Team
Number of

Doctor
Total Input

Time
Number of

Patient
 Average of Input
Time par Patient

28th Nov. Team A 3 0:29:00 10 0:03:13
EVRMC Team B 3 0:50:00 10 0:05:33
(train ing) Team C 3 0:16:00 10 0:01:47

All 9 0:50:00 30 0:03:31

29th Nov. Team A 1 0:23:00 10 0:02:33
EVRMC Team B 1 0:33:00 11 0:03:18

Team C 1 0:38:00 10 0:04:13
All 3 0:38:00 31 0:03:22

1th Dec. Team A 3 0:22:00 10 0:02:27
TMC Team B 3 0:28:00 6 0:05:36
(train ing) Team C 3 0:28:00 10 0:03:07

All 9 0:28:00 26 0:03:43

2th Dec. Team A 3 0:31:00 10 0:03:27
TMC Team B 3 0:20:00 14 0:01:32

Team C 3 0:10:00 10 0:01:07
All 9 0:31:00 34 0:02:02

Average（ALL) 0:03:09

28th Nov. 0:03:31
29th Nov. 0:03:22
1th Dec. 0:03:43
2th Dec. 0:02:02

0

0.0005

0.001

0.0015

0.002

0.0025

0.003

28th Nov. 29th Nov. 1th Dec. 2th Dec.

Training

2’02”3’43”

3’22”

EVRMC Tacloban TMC Manila

Training

3’31”
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添付５：Detailed Schedule iSPEED visit Japan program 
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添付 A：iSPEED実証実験報告会資料 
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資料 B：本邦活動時の議事録  
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